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Football is indeed a beautiful game, and its appeal is unrivalled. This industry continues its 
pace as one of the fastest markets in the world and during the last years, the way clubs 
interact and engage with the fans has changed significantly due to digital transformation 
(KPMG, 2018a, pp.3), and the behavior of the new millennial generation. Likewise, fans and 
football supporters are looking to connect with their clubs and players, that’s why the parti-
cipation on social media networks has increased, as well as the use of different technologies 
to enhance a better and personalized customer experience. 
Considering Real Madrid, as one of the leaders in the industry and the most valuable in 
terms of digital, how the club will face the fast development of technology to create a closer 
bonding with the upcoming generations? The current report is structured within five parts to 
provide an exciting project proposal that might boost the club’s potential, finding a solution 
to reach this challenging target market.
The first part focuses on the situation analysis of the football industry and key industry 
trends plus an overall overview about Real Madrid (revenue, brand value, fans, digital strate-
gy) introducing a current challenge the club is facing: Santiago Bernabéu renovation. Based 
on Real Madrid’s stadium case, the second part states the objectives and strategic planning 
to find a solution for the club through a new revenue stream based on a disruptive techno-
logy: the blockchain. 
For instance, the third part explains this technology and its advantages through a real exam-
ple. Then, the report introduces the concept that the current project proposes: the Galác-
ticoin for Real Madrid. The idea will be explained in detail, with all its benefits, timeline and 
the expected revenues.
Finally, the document presents the conclusions based on a finance and brand value & fans 
perspective, according to the project objectives; the team chart description, advisors and 
references consulted.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS
MARKET RESEARCH
Football is by far the most popular spectator sports worldwide, with half of the population being fans or supporters (LFE, 2018, p. 7). 
Especially in Africa the sport is extremely strong, with an interest level of 75%. But even in South America and Middle East more than 
two third of the population are interested in football. However, with more than 50%, football has of course still high priority in Europe 
as well (Díaz, 2017, p. 36).
THE BUSINESS OF FOOTBALL
Source: World map showing countries with football being the most popular spectator sport & interest in football divided by continents.  
Self-made, based on Díaz, 2017; Statista, 2018a.
28%
69%
76%
57%
67%
39%
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This high interest has strong economic impact. The global 
football market generates an annual revenue of €28.5 bil-
lion (LFE, 2018, p. 7) and most experts expect the sport 
to continue growing and dominating the global sports 
market (PwC, 2017a, p. 13). Especially broadcasting and 
sponsorship are the two main revenue streams with the 
highest growth potential (PwC, 2017a, p. 7). 
But, while broadcasting is already the largest revenue 
source in professional football, the annual ‘Football Money 
League’ report by Deloitte shows, that shares for com-
mercial revenue and match day revenue have reduced 
over the last year (2018, p. 2).
With 69% of awareness, the British Premier League is the 
strongest football league worldwide, followed by La Liga 
with 59% and the German Bundesliga with 51% (Brand 
Finance, 2018, p. 31).
51%
59%69%
Source: Awareness of football leagues worldwide. Self-made, based on Brand 
Finance, 2018.
Source: Distribution of revenue in professional football.
Self-made, based on Deloitte, 2018.
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Several key trends in the market will drive the football industry in 
the future. A shift in consumer behavior among younger generati-
ons, technological change and strong competition from entertain-
ment formats other than sport are probably the ones, that effect 
football clubs the most (PwC, 2017a, p. 4). Time to have a closer 
look at it. 
By now, already more than 50% of the online population are millen-
nials and aged between 18 and 32 (GlobalWebIndex, 2017). This 
change has high impact on sports consumption. With social me-
dia becoming the major way to access sports content, the needs 
and expectations that fans have from brands or football clubs are 
getting more and more demanding. It’s no longer enough to just 
consume, they want to discover, create and belong, whenever 
and wherever they want (Becerra, 2017, pp. 26). Fans are no lon-
ger passive spectators. With their active and expressive behavior, 
they have a greater influence on sporting outcomes (Performance 
Communications, 2018, p. 9).
Connect with your fans
As individuals,
Based on what they do,
Continuously over time,
Directed towards an 
outcome &
Everywhere they are 
(Becerra, 2017, p. 39)
KEY INDUSTRY TRENDS
Football clubs should have in mind, that fans are their most im-
portant asset and it’s necessary to build a deep relationship. The 
following five core principles help to create a strong engagement 
marketing strategy.
BUT, THOSE FANS ARE MORE LIKELY TO REMAIN LOYAL AND WILLING 
TO SPEND MORE, AND THEREFORE, THEY ARE EXTREMELY VALUABLE 
FOR THE CLUB (Performance Communications, 2018, p. 4).
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The use of data will be the key of success to deliver a fully perso-
nalized experience to their fans (PwC, 2016, pp. 9). “Hyper-tar-
geting” will become the new norm for fan engagement, giving 
customized access to the club’s platforms, with special content 
adapted to each fans interests and preferences (PwC, 2016, 
p. 11).
Although monetization with social media is possible, Facebook 
and Co. will still mainly focus on brand-building and audience 
development (PwC, 2016, p. 20). Therefore, clubs need to find 
new ways of generating revenue in the digital era. However, social 
media is still more valuable than clubs expect. They should listen 
more actively to their social media audiences and empower the 
people who truly matter. 
Putting trust in your fans has significant potential to enhance the 
club-fan relationship. At the same time, clubs will benefit from so-
lutions that are operationally feasible, economically viable, and, 
most important of all, desired by their fans (PwC, 2016, pp. 16).
FOR THIS PURPOSE, CROWDSOURCING OFFERS A POWERFUL OPPOR-
TUNITY FOR CLUBS TO GENERATE VALUES FROM PASSIONATE FANS. 
THE CROWD WILL BE DIRECTLY USED TO SOLVE A PROBLEM AND 
DIRECT INVOLVEMENT WILL CONSEQUENTLY REINFORCE FAN LOYALTY 
AND OPENS DOORS FOR NEW FINANCIAL REVENUE STREAMS 
(PwC, 2016, pp. 14).
THE SKY IS THE LIMIT: TO SUC-
CEED IN THE FUTURE, CLUBS WILL 
NEED TO BE FLEXIBLE, AGILE, 
AND NOT AFRAID TO TRY ON NEW 
DIGITAL TRENDS“ (PwC, 2016, pp. 8).
Compared to other organizations, football clubs have a unique 
business model with a special USP: they have fans, no custo-
mers. The degree of loyalty given from the beginning, in combina-
tion with a certain frequency and intensity of interactions is a big 
competitive advantage in terms of success (PwC, 2016, p. 11). 
„
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Revenue  
With almost €675 million during the 2016/17 season, Real Madrid 
is the football Club with the second highest revenue in the world. 
The ranking is leaded by Manchester United, but with only €2 mil-
lion difference, the gap between the two clubs was never that close 
(Deloitte, 2018, p. 12). 
REAL MADRID 
Real Madrid is one of the most important football clubs in the world, mostly known for its success and outstanding players over the last 
decades. Also, from an economic point of view, Real Madrid remains as one of the most successful clubs, as the following figures prove. 
Source: Best football clubs in the world by revenue 2016/2017. 
Self-made, based on Statista, 2018b. 10
1st 2nd 3rd
4th 5th
€676.3M €674.6M €648.3M
€587.8M €527.7M
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Other than the average club, commercial incomes build the strongest re-
venue stream at Real Madrid. During the 2016/17 season, the club gene-
rated more than €300 million in the commercial field. This revenue stream 
is also the one with the strongest growth over the past years (Deloitte, 
2018, p. 13).
Source: Real Madrid revenue by stream (in Euro). 
Self-made, based on Deloitte, 2018.
As mentioned before, sponsorship has become 
a central source 
of income in the football industry. Also at Real 
Madrid, sponsorship and licensing are by far 
the most important types of income in terms of 
commercial revenue. In 2016/17 sponsorship 
and licensing incomes exceeded €202 million 
(Real Madrid, 2017b, p. 51).
The biggest sponsorship deals are the ones 
with Emirates and kit supplier Adidas. With an 
arrangement of €70 million per year, the agree-
ment with Emirates is the most lucrative spon-
sorship deal in world football (AS, 2018). The 
sponsorship arrangement with Adidas is worth 
an annual €67 million (Nagle, 2017). 
€70M €67M
Br oadcastComme rcial Matchday
2014/15
199.9M
247.3M
129.8M
Million
2015/16
227.7M
263.4M
129M
Million
2016/17
236.8M
301.4M
136.4M
Million
BRAND
Brand values can result from functional as well as from emotional 
or symbolic components (Schmidt, 2015, p. 7). In terms of foot-
ball clubs, the benefits are generally expressed on an emotional or 
symbolic level (Welling, 2005, p. 502). They create distinctive images 
and associations in the minds of stakeholders, thereby generating 
economic benefits and values (Legendre, 2018, p. 5).  
Real Madrid has identified five values, that describe the club best: 
Universal, Unique, Leader, Legendary and Myth (Bara, 2018, p. 3). 
Successful brands create more emotions, values and experiences 
and establish stronger bonds with their customers by combining 
new technologies with a deeper understanding of their client’s needs 
(Legendre, 2018, p. 29). 
Annually, the three companies Brand Finance, Forbes and KPMG 
present the most valuable clubs in football and measure their current 
brand values in the market. In all three reports, Real Madrid got second 
after Manchester United. Based on Brand Finance, Real Madrid has a 
current brand value of €1.35 million. Compared to the year before, they 
could increase their value by 11% (Brand Finance, 2018, p. 7). The 
club’s brand strength is based on a strong social media strategy, with 
a combined audience of more than 300 million followers worldwide. 
Based on Brand Finance, Real Madrid has its highest awareness level 
in China (53%), India (43%) and the US (38%). By opening an office 
in Beijing, China, they try to broaden their presence outside of Spain, 
taking advantage of the growing importance of this market. (Brand Fi-
nance, 2018, p. 21). Forbes rates Real Madrid with a team value of 
€3.5 billion (Forbes, 2018) and KPMG with €2.9 billion (KPMG, 2018b, 
p. 6).
Brand Finance calculates the club’s brand value based public inter-
est, commercial support, match day revenues and broadcasting. For-
bes presents a team’s value taken from economic performance from 
match day, broadcasting and commercial as well as market position 
and potential and KPMG measures the enterprise value via profitability, 
popularity, sporting potential, value of broadcasting rights and revenue 
opportunity coming from stadium ownership (Statista, 2018c). 
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UNIVERSAL LEGENDARY
MYTH
UNIQUE LEADER
Source: Brand Value of Real Madrid. 
Self-made, on based Brand Finance, 2018; Forbes, 2018; KPMG, 2018b.
Team Value Enterprise ValueBrand Valuelue
€1.3B €3.5B €2.9B
FANS
Real Madrid has a total of 700 million fans worldwide (Bara, 2018, 
p. 5), including 92,830 members (Real Madrid, 2017a, p. 125) and 
300 million social media followers, being mostly male and between 
the age of 15 and 35 (Herraiz, 2018). With a total of 18 million new 
followers, the club attracted the highest number of new supports 
during last year in worldwide comparison (KPMG, 2018b, p. 13). 
Real Madrid’s followers are spread over the whole world, with Indonesia, 
Spain, USA, Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, India Turkey and United Arab Emi-
rates being the strongest countries. The principal country is surprisingly 
Indonesia, which represents 11% of the total followers worldwide (Her-
raiz, 2018). 
Moreover, China is one of the most important markets as well. Anot-
her 100 million fans follow Real Madrid on Chinese platforms like Weibo 
or WeChat, with 10% of them considering themselves as hardcore fans 
(Herraiz, 2018).
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109M 50M 52M
(June, 2018)
Real Madrid’s fans can be divided into different 
fan profiles, that are shown in the following pyr-
amid. The graphic shows the relevance of each 
fan group in terms of added value and revenue 
for the club. Social media followers represent the 
club’s biggest fan group. However, they add the 
least value to the club so far and are almost in-
visible in terms of revenue (Becerra, 2017, p. 18).
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Real Madrid’s social media channels are the communication tool 
with the largest audience (300 million followers) and provide sup-
port to most of the business lines: merchandising, ticketing, spon-
sorship and digital channel traffic. The club is present on Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, YouTube, Google+, Line, Tencent, 
WeChat and Weibo and publishes its content adapted to several 
markets in 6 languages: Spanish, English, French, Chinese, Japa-
nese and Arabic. In global comparison, Real Madrid’s main social 
media channels are the ones with the highest growth rate in terms 
of followers, the ones with the highest number of impressions and 
the highest average rate of views and impressions per publication 
(Real Madrid, 2017a, p. 179). 
APP
With 6 million downloads, the app 
is as well the most successful foot-
ball club app in worldwide com-
parison. It’s the club’s channel to 
communicate with its supporters 
through mobile devices via eight 
different languages. Moreover, they 
launched a special version of the 
Real Madrid App in China last year, 
that is particularly adapted to the 
market. Members and Madridista 
card holders also have their own 
exclusive section in the app to en-
joy several advantages. The app 
covers both football and basketball 
and adapts its content depending 
on whether it is accessed from in-
side the stadium or not (Real Mad-
rid, 2017a, p. 178).
Since Real Madrid’s global brand strength is based on consistent social 
media tactics, it’s time to have a look at the club’s digital strategy. 
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DIGITAL STRATEGY
DATA & BI
Another important part of Real Madrid’s digital stra-
tegy is the creation of its Data & BI area, analyzing 
data that is generated in the club’s digital environ-
ment to get a better knowledge of its fans around 
the world. This information is tracked and analyzed 
by some of the latest platforms like Power BI for Mo-
bile Applications, Semrush, ComScore and Search-
metrics for all social network accounts. The value of 
data helps the club to offer a better service to its fans 
via these digital channels, finding ways to monetize 
those assets (Real Madrid, 2017a, p. 179). 
LICENSED PRODUCTS
For the last years, Real Madrid decided to 
set up licenses within the digital environ-
ment. The idea was to collaborate with ot-
her companies to provide the fans new at-
tractive and high-quality offerings under the 
official Real Madrid brand. In this case, the 
most successful example is the Real Mad-
rid Fantasy Manager, that has been dow-
nloaded more than 10 million times, since 
its launch in 2010 (Real Madrid, 2017a, p. 
179).
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WEBSITE
With 1.3 million unique visitors 
in 2016/17, Realmadrid.com 
is the most visited football 
club website in the world. Dis-
tribution over social networks 
and the implementation of a 
new SEO action plan were the 
main drivers to increase traffic, 
especially from mobile devices 
(Real Madrid, 2017a, p. 183). 
SANTIAGO BERNABEU CASE
NAMING RIGHT
The marketing of naming rights has 
become a popular sponsoring tool 
within the communication mix of 
companies in recent years and is 
now used in almost all areas of sport 
(Adjouri & Stastny, 2015, p. 20). Not 
only stadiums, but also clubs, events 
and leagues offer the sponsor an op-
timal presentation platform to achie-
ve a dominant and unique position 
in terms of communication (Worat-
schek, Ströbel & Durchholz, 2014, 
p. 115). Although a large part of the 
budget is covered with a single con-
tract, sport clubs should be careful 
in some points, if selling the naming 
rights of their venue. On the one 
hand, there is high dependency on 
the company and on the other hand, 
due to the high visibility of the na-
ming right sponsor, there are always 
two messages transported in official 
communication – club and sponsor 
(Adjouri & Stastny, 2015, p. 20).
Real Madrid is planning to renovate its 70-year-old stadium Santiago Bernabéu, creating a high-tech 
arena with an estimated cost of 400 million Euros (Garcia, 2017). Based on its latest annual report, 
the club plans to build a new architectural icon of Madrid that becomes a benchmark for international 
sports venues. The project includes improvements in management systems, the application of envi-
ronmental sustainability and the use of the newest technology always with the purpose of increasing 
the quality of services in the venue in terms of design, security, comfort and accessibility (Real Madrid, 
2018a, pp. 130). 
The club had hoped to fund the renovation of Santiago Bernabéu with naming rights, but lost their €400 
million agreement with the Spanish oil and gas company Cepsa in the beginning of the year. Despite the 
strong economic performance in recent years, the project is impossible to fund without financial help 
(Jensen, 2018). 
(Garcia, 2018; Stadionwelt, 2014 and Jenson, 2018)
Capacity: 
81,044
Utilization: 
88.7%
Construction costs:
€400M
Potential naming right deal:
€400M
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• Strong worldwide fan base 
• Own Data & BI area in the club 
• Second highest brand   
 value and revenue in the world
SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
OPPORTUNITIES
• Loss of naming right sponsor  
 for the renovation of Santiago  
 Bernabéu 
• Dependency on sponsors to  
 implement huge projects
• Limited relationship between  
 club and foreign followers due  
 to distance
THREATS
• Increase in millennials &  
 changing behavior (more  
 demanding target)
• Technological change
• Competitive pressure from  
 alternative entertainment  
 formats
• Young fan base with digital  
 affinity
• Huge untouched markets in  
 terms of monetization (foreign  
 social media followers) 
• Room for potential in fast- 
 growing markets like China,  
 US or India
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OBJECTIVES & STRATEGY
OBJECTIVE 1 (FINANCIAL):
To generate an amount of €400 million within 3 years to finance the 
renovation of Santiago Bernabéu.
OBJECTIVE 2 (BRAND):
To overcome Manchester United in terms of brand value 
within the next season.
STRATEGY 1:
Convert the non-paying international fan base into the club’s 
most important and sustainable revenue stream.
STRATEGY 2: 
Empower fans around the world to become an essential part of the club.
The concept will be designed for the following audience:  
• 
• Real Madrid fans around the world (especially in strong markets like China   
 and Indonesia) 
• 
• Millennials with digital affinity 
• 
• Real Madrid supporters with strong club loyalty 
• 
• Fans, that are willing to pay for exclusive content and premium experiences  
• 
• Any other Real Madrid supporter or sports enthusiast
FAN PROFILE
Budi is 25 years old, coming from Jakarta, In-
donesia. He is a huge Real Madrid supporter, 
mostly following the club via social media. Due to 
the long distance to Madrid, he has never been 
to Santiago Bernabéu. He longs for the sense 
of belonging, that Madridistas regularly share in 
the stadium. To get a closer relationship with the 
club and additional content and experience, he 
is willing to pay a certain amount of money. 
TARGET GROUP
20
ROAD TO SUCCESS
CONCEPT
S t a t u s  Q u o 
The loss of the naming right agreement with Cepsa has issued an extre-
me financial challenge to Real Madrid. At the same time, it becomes clear, 
how much untapped potential still lies in the number of fans, that support 
the club worldwide. That is why Real Madrid needs a new stream of fresh 
capital to accomplish the renovation of Santiago Bernabéu and develop 
strategies to enhance the relationship with its wide and global audience 
in terms of monetization and added value. In short, they need a new 
game plan to combine revenue and fan loyalty in an unprecedented way. 
Currently, there is one trend in the market, that makes it possib-
le to unite all these objectives and demands and therefore has the 
potential to revolutionize the future sports industry: blockchain.
KEY BLOCKCHAIN INSIGHTS
... BLOCKCHAIN: AN EXPLANATION
 
Blockchain is a technology that all-
ows to exchange data peer to peer 
under a decentralized system (PwC, 
2017b, p. 6). The database can con-
tain information about the transaction 
such as seller, buyer, price, contract 
terms or any other relevant informa-
tion (LFE, 2018, p. 20). 
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The origins of blockchain 
lie in the crypto-currency 
Bitcoin, that was created 
in 2009 to implement a 
concept of digital cash 
(Deloitte, 2016, p. 2). 
The blockchain techno-
logy is not limited to 
finance and has found 
its way into almost every 
sector of every industry, 
e.g. insurance and logis-
tics (PwC, 2018).
The blockchain market 
is increasing rapidly at a 
compound annual growth 
rate of more than 60%, 
reaching $548 million in 
2018 (Statista, 2018e).
In 2018, the number of 
blockchain users reaches 
almost 24 million, cons-
tantly growing since the 
creation of the Bitcoin 
(Statista, 2018d). 
LOT OF POTENTIAL 
FOR THE FUTURE ...
BLOCKCHAIN 
Public electronic ledger based 
on chain of blocks that contains 
information. Technology introdu-
ced by Satoshi Nakamoto with 
the Bitcoin in 2009 (finance in-
dustry). Way of distributing ap-
plications in a trusted way. 
Source: Aziz, 2018; Bitcoin Magazine, 2018; Buterin, 2018; Ethereum, 2018; Investopedia, 2018; Martyn, 2018; Perez, 2018; 
Simply Explained, 2017a; Simply Explained, 2017b; Warburg, 2018. 
THE BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
According to the NPD Group, the blockchain technology is a new type of digitized database that allows transparent ledger of 
transactions. As follow, we present a table with the eight key concepts you might have in mind to better understand this disrupti-
ve technology (2018).  
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DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM
The information is not stored in 
only one source. Understood 
as a system that avoids inter-
mediaries to do money transac-
tions. No bank required. 
CRYPOTCURRENCY 
Digital or virtual currency that 
uses cryptography for security.
COIN
Peer to peer digital currency. A 
way of payment without using 
money. Represents a unit of 
account and a method of ex-
change.
TOKEN 
Cryptocurrency with wider func-
tionality than coins. Representa-
tion of an asset that is tradable. 
ICO 
Initial Coin Offering. Fundraising 
mechanism used by compa-
nies to sell crypto tokens in ex-
change for any other currency 
or cryptocurrency. Similar to the 
selling to shares.
SMART CONTRACTS
Self-executing contracts with 
the terms of the agreement bet-
ween buyer and seller being di-
rectly written into lines of code 
within the blockchain. 
ETHEREUM
Decentralized software platform 
based on blockchain that ena-
bles smart contracts to be built 
and run. 
As follow, it is presented an explanation of those five key bene-
fits that make this technology valuable:
TRANSPARENCY: Supply chain transparency when doing trans-
actions peer to peer. The information is stored decentralized, 
making it hard to enter that information and reducing fraud.
SECURITY: Upon a transaction is completed, the information 
is stored across different servers. In that way, the data is pro-
tected, making it difficult for hackers to commit unauthorized 
activities.
SPEED: Don't need intermediaries to do peer to peer transac-
tions. Everyone has access directly to the same information, 
becoming easier to trust both parties. 
COST REDUCTION: Avoiding the use of third-parties impacts on 
reducing transaction costs or fees. You will only need to trust 
the data stored in the blockchain.
TRUST: Information can only be updated by the permission of 
the participants. The blockchain contains a verifiable record of 
the transactions made and it is not shown to everyone.
TRUSTCOST REDUCTION
TRANSPARENCY SECURITY SPEED
Source: Benefits of Blockchain. Self-made, based on IBM, 2018.
The blockchain system stores information across a network of 
personal computers (also called “nodes”), making the databa-
se decentralized and distributed. It refers to a transaction-plat-
form that embraces the following benefits:
25
HOW DOES BLOCKCHAIN WORK?
26
BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS WITHIN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY
Even if the use of blockchain technology is still at the beginning within the sports industry, it is already being used. To understand bet-
ter how blockchain can have a positive impact in sports, let’s have a look at a real example.   
JRTOKEN BY JAMES RODRIGUEZ
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LOOKING FOR NEW REVE-
NUE STREAMS
James Rodriguez, a fa-
mous Colombian football 
player of Bayern Munich, 
is looking to increase his 
brand value as an athle-
te. Being aware of the fast 
growth of technology and 
the digital era, he believes 
that the millennial genera-
tion is a potential market 
that he should take advan-
tage of. 
FOOTBALL FANS POTEN-
TIAL
James participates acti-
vely in social media net-
works, reaching around 
32 million followers on 
Facebook, but he wants 
to increase this number. 
So, he decided to sign an 
agreement with a block-
chain platform known as 
SelfSell, to launch his own 
cryptocurrency (coin) to 
comply with his goal. 
SEEKING THE EMOTIONAL 
FAN BONDING
James looks for a unique 
way to establish a better 
connection with his fans 
and offer them something 
special, so he can increa-
se his brand value as an 
outcome. He has heard 
that the football industry 
is going to be disrupted 
by a peculiar technology 
known as blockchain, so 
he strives to find for the 
best option to make this 
dream happen.
SELFSELL AND JRTOKEN
SelfSell is a new block-
chain platform that emp-
owers youngsters to boost 
their potential. They have 
helped James to create 
the JRToken, a digital coin 
that will allow fans to get 
unique services and pre-
mium content that nor-
mal fans can’t. There are 
special experiences that 
can only be accessed and 
purchased with JRTokens, 
and that’s what makes it 
special. 
REWARDS AND OUTCOME
Through the SelfSell ap-
plication, James’ fans can 
obtain JRTokens, which 
act as the stock market 
and use for unique expe-
riences. Giving an exam-
ple: meeting James on 
June 18th for the FIFA 
Russia World Cup for 
$500 000 in pre-sale, con-
sidering that 1 JRToken is 
$1. For instance, fans will 
purchase quickly JRTo-
kens to get this unbelieva-
ble experience. They will 
have a closer connection 
with one of their favorite 
football players and James 
will generate money to in-
crease his social media 
followers (PR Newswire, 
2018). 
STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5
PROJECT IDEA
GALACTICOIN
GALACTICOIN CONCEPT
In order to create a new revenue stream, Real Madrid will introduce the “Galácticoin”, a tokenized cryptocurrency implemented under 
the Ethereum platform. The project will be registered in Spain, following the Spanish law and regulations for blockchain. Through trans-
actions based on smart contracts between Real Madrid and the fans, the club will create a way of “crowdsourcing”. In order to raise 
capital via equity sales and enhance fan relationship, they will create a marketplace to sell the coins and offer exclusive experiences that 
can’t be purchased with “real” money. After registering, fans will get access to the new platform and can purchase coins via the own 
exchange platform of the club. The goal is to get fans doing all future purchases, like buying tickets or merchandising, via Galácticoin. 
PAYMENT PROCESS
Galácticoins can be purchased via the created marketplace, either through fiat money or other cryptocurrencies, one Galácticoin 
being €1 Euro. Later, each transaction within the ecosystem, either tickets, unique experiences or equity of the club, will be only 
possible via Galácticoins, using a convenient online wallet. It will help the club to have liquidity access way faster and allows 
global users to avoid foreign exchange fees. There will be a restriction included, that doesn’t allow fans to buy more than 300 
coins in order to protect the advantages of the project being only enjoyed by wealthy people. The only way to get more coins 
is to increase your Karma. 
REWARD SYSTEM
Since the purpose of the project is not only about finance but also about participation, Real Madrid will implement a reward sys-
tem into the platform. Based on their engagement with the club, fans will get loyalty points, so called “Karma”, that entitles them 
to purchase more coins, get higher discounts or get access to more experience and content offers. One way to achieve Karma 
is to engage with the club via social media. An algorithm will measure the engagement in terms of likes, shares, comments and 
hashtags on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram regarding the club. Also, the frequency with which Galácticoin purchases are 
made, affects the Karma account. Moreover, Real Madrid will use the platform to ask their fans for help, providing surveys about 
the stadium renovation. Participation will as well affect the reward system positively.  
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GALACTICOIN: 
TIME FOR A NEW ERA 
Galácticoins are intended to be used in a variety of 
ways, including but not limited to: 
TOKEN NAME
PRICE PER TOKEN
FUNDRAISING GOAL
TOKENS TO BE SOLD VIA ICO
BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM
TOTAL TOKENS
GALACTICOIN 400,000,000
€1 EUR 300,000,000
€400,000,000 EUR ETHEREUM
Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Ripple (XRP), 
fiat currencies EUR, GBP, USD, AUD and CHFEXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCES: Access to 
exclusive content and experiences
SPONSORS: Discounts and special 
offers from Real Madrid‘s sponsors
STADIUM: Exclusive venue access & 
tokenized POS within the stadium
MOBILE APP: Platform accessible via 
Real Madrid app to follow metrics
REAL MADRID CAFE: discounts and 
special offers
TOUR BERNABEU: discounts
MERCHANDISING: discounts
TICKETING: discounts and 
pre-sale rights
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ACCEPTED CURRENCIES
GALACTICOIN: THE 
WHOLE JOURNEY 
IN ONE PICTURE
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“Money can’t buy” experiences
Exclusive Content for GalActicoin holders 
Besides the mentioned benefits, Real Madrid will offer exclusive content or experiences, that can only be bought with Galácticoins. By 
doing this, they create “money can’t buy” experiences that attract fans to use the coins and become part of the virtual system. The 
following ideas explain some possible examples for that.
• VIRTUAL QUESTION AT THE PRESS CONFERENCE
• SIGNED MATCH WORN SHIRTS
• WALL OF FANS
• PERSONALIZED SEAT FOR SEASON TICKET HOLDERS 
• PARTICIPATE IN REAL MADRID‘S SUMMER TOUR
• ONLINE SERIES ABOUT THE CLUB
As follow, those examples are going to be explained in detail. Have in mind, that the possibilities are not limited to that, and the offered 
experiences can be extended any time.
VIRTUAL QUESTION AT THE 
PRESS CONFERENCE
To bring the fans from abroad 
closer to the club, there will be the 
option to pay for being part of the 
press conference. Via Skype, they 
can participate at the conference 
like any other journalist, getting the 
chance to ask one question to the 
coach or a player. 
Price: 150 Coins
PARTICIPATE IN REAL MADRID‘S 
SUMMER TOUR
 
To strengthen the relationship with 
fans in foreign countries, especially 
in Asia and the US, fans will get the 
possibility to attend Real Madrid’s 
annual summer tour. The club will 
set up a meet & greet for them and 
let them participate in a training ses-
sion. 
Price: 400 Coins
WALL OF FANS
To integrate the main motive for the 
creation of Galácticoin into the offer 
of exclusive experiences, the club 
can create a ‘Wall of Fans’ in the 
new Santiago Bernabéu. Fans can 
pay to perpetuate their name on this 
wall and leave a personal message 
for the club.
Price: 350 Coins
PERSONALIZED SEAT FOR SEASON 
TICKET HOLDER
To reward the loyal fans, that sup-
port Real Madrid at every home 
game, season ticket holders will 
get option to pay for a personalized 
seat in the stadium. Having their 
name on the chair, they will show 
their love for the club to everyone 
that visits the stadium.
  
Price: 100 Coins
ONLINE SERIES ABOUT THE CLUB
An offer for every supporter around 
the world, will be option to get ac-
cess to exclusive online content. A 
series, giving background informa-
tion about the club and exclusive 
insights about the players could be 
an option to attract a huge fandom.
Price: 60 Coins
SIGNED MATCH WORN SHIRTS
Another idea is the sale of shirts or 
even match worn shirts signed by 
the players. Having the privilege of 
owning one of those shirts is usu-
ally only limited to other players or 
sponsors and will therefore attract a 
huge fan base immediately.  
Price: 120 Coins
SALES AND FUND ALLOCATION
The 400 million Galácticoins are supposed to be distributed to the market as follows: 
GALACTICOIN SALE ALLOCATION GALACTICOIN FUND ALLOCATION
53% of the Galácticoins will be allocated to public 
contributors
25% won’t be offered to the market yet to control inflation
20% of the Galácticoins will be allocated to current partners 
and sponsors of Real Madrid
2% of the Galácticoins will be allocated to Real Madrid’s  
own staff
78% Santiago Bernabéu (to realize the renovation of 
Santiago Bernabéu) 
10% Real Madrid Foundation (to support CSR activations 
of the club) 
5% Business Development (To enhance the ecosystem 
around the project, like platform or services) 
5% Reserves (To address any potential unforeseen 
budgetary allocation increases) 
2% Marketing (to analyze data and develop campaigns that 
will attract more users)  
78%
10%
5%
5% 2%
Santiago Ber nabeu Stadium
Real Madrid Foundatio n
 Reserve s
Business Development
 Marketing
53%
2%
20%
25%
Public Contributions
Partners & Sponsor s
Real Madrid Sta ff
Inflation Variaton
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RATIONAL VS. EMOTIONAL BENEFITS
The concept of Galácticoin allows both business partners, club and fan, to achieve their objectives, both rational and emotional. There are several 
key factors, that are the main drivers for the success of the project, bringing high value to both sides. The most important factor is of course the 
implementation of a whole new digital revenue stream for the club. But even for the fan, the purchase of Galácticoins can have a positive financial 
impact, since the value of the coin depends as well on the sporting and economic success of the club in the market. 
Nevertheless, the emotional benefits are probably of greater importance to the fan. The strong sense of belonging and the empowerment of being 
heard by the club, will fill them with pride and this will result in a high increase in fan loyalty, which will in return, affect the Real Madrid brand posi-
tively. As follow, it is shown the benefits that the club and the fans will get, respectively, after implementing this project.
The future of football can be completely revolutionized through the blockchain-decentralized technology. This will give fans the opportunity to invest 
in their favorite clubs (Globatalent, 2018), creating a connection of belonging by participating directly when purchasing special services and unique 
premium content.
Blockchain and the use of smart contracts has found a way to disrupt many industries. Let’s implement one of the latest technologies for one of the 
best clubs in the world, by creating a new revenue stream through the Galácticoin project, reaching the potential millennial generation and delivering 
customized services and content.
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REAL MADRID FANS
RATIONAL BENEFITS • New digital revenue stream
• Global reach
• Monetization of an untouched fan group
• Valuable new fan data
• Investment (fan ownership)
• Exclusive experiences & access to premium content
• Rewards
EMOTIONAL BENEFITS • Brand impact
• Fan engagement & fan loyalty
• Increase in lifetime value of each fan
• Sense of belonging
• „Voice“ of the club
GALACTICOIN WILL BE 
THE WAY TO WIN THE 
HEARTS & WALLETS 
OF MILLENNIALS ALL 
OVER THE WORLD
TIMELINE
Creation of platform
and implementation
of marketing plan
Fans are egularly purchasing 
through platform
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JUNE 2018 
Presentation of 
Whitepaper 
Proposal
DEC 2018
Going to the market  
selling coins
JUNE 2019
Diversification of 
incomes & start of
renovation 
FUTURE
Real Madrid‘s 
strongest revenue 
stream
FINANCE & SALES FORECAST
*It is important to highlight that the current financial statement is a roughly estimation only of 
the investment, not considering inflation rate, neither the risk rate for the project.
Assuming Real Madrid has 300 million followers 
worldwide on social media networks, we have esti-
mated a sales turnover of 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% 
respectively for year 1 to year 4; considering that 
in year 1, 2, 3 and 4, fans will purchase in average 
10,12,15 and 18 Galácticoins per person. There-
fore, our estimation of investment for the develop-
ment of the Ethereum platform and the implemen-
tation of the marketing plan for the current project 
is together €1 million Euro. Based on that state-
ment, we have estimated a sales forecast of €150, 
€360, €675 and €1080 million Euros on sales for 
the upcoming 4 years. 
Linking this to our objective to fund the renovati-
on of Santiago Bernabéu with a fund allocation of 
78% per year, Real Madrid will reach an estimated 
budget of €117 million in the first year, €280 million 
in the second year, followed by €526 million and 
€842 million Euros in year 3 and 4. The project will 
be paid off after 2.5 years, but can be started di-
rectly after the first selling wave, due to the secured 
regular income.
DESCRIPTION YEAR 0 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4
SALES TURNOVER
(TARGET)
5% 10% 15% 20%
FANS REACHED
(ESTIMATION)
15M 30M 45M 60M
COINS PER PERSON 
(ESTIMATION)
10 12 15 18
COINS SOLD 150M 360M 675M 1080M
PLATFORM
DEVELOPMENT
-0.5M
MARKETING
PLAN
-0.5M
TOTAL REVENUE -1M 150M 360M 675M 1080M
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SALES FORECAST GALACTICOIN PROJECT (IN MILLIONS)
Facts: Estimated social media followers of Real Madrid: 300M
CONCLUSION
In order to achieve the main objectives of the Galácticoin project, the current proposal concludes with two 
statements from a finance and brand value & fans perspective.
FINANCE
Through the benefits of the blockchain technology and implementation of Galácticoin project, Real Madrid will be able 
to increase its revenue through a new stream, based on a personalized Ethereum platform. The club will have the 
opportunity to sell “Galácticoins” to their fans, allowing them experience premium services that a normal fan can‘t. 
For instance, out of the 300 million social media fans, we estimate, that in the first year, 15 million followers will be 
interested in buying at least 10 Real Madrid Galácticoins, providing an income of 150 million Euros. If the growth rate 
of sales increases 5% each year, the Galácticoin project will reach the 400 million Euros necessary for the renovation 
of Santiago Bernabéu after 2.5 years. As an outcome, Real Madrid would have a differentiated competitive advantage 
across its competitors, since it could be the first club with a stadium, renovated by the participation of the fans.  
BRAND VALUE & FANS
Real Madrid‘s followers are mostly young and belong to the generation of millennials, who have grown up as ‘digital 
natives’. It is a potential market, looking for emotional experiences beyond their expectations, that traditional business 
models might not be able to reach. By using the blockchain technology and investing in the Galácticoin project, Real 
Madrid will have the opportunity to enhance the fan engagement; fulfilling the new generations needs through a unique 
platform with an efficient process to provide greater access to special services and content. In consequence, Real 
Madrid could be recognized as a disruptive leader on changing the fan experience, being seen as a pioneer to connect 
their fans with one of the best clubs in the world. 
This new revenue stream (Galácticoin) will impact the fans and the club positively. Besides the distance, the fans will 
get a sense of belonging and will have the chance to purchase special services. They will earn an indirect equity ow-
nership that will provide them benefits in terms of access and discounts, establishing a closer fan-bonding and crea-
ting new form of fandom. Hence, the blockchain technology will help the club to invest in more businesses and social 
projects that can benefit the brand to earn more value. 
In essence, Real Madrid‘s fans are a key asset that needs to be exploit. More fans means more engagement, inter-
actions, frequency and loyalty which contributes to empower the brand. For instance, the club will get revenue by the 
constant participation of their community, and under the Galácticoin concept, the club will able to surpass Manchester 
United in terms of earn value by implementing a disruptive technology and boosting the connection with the fans. 
OBJECTIVES
generate €400M 
and overcome 
ManU in terms of 
brand value
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